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Consulting in all  ADP Application Areas 
•  Planning and implementation of ADP systems 
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•  Development of manuals and standards 
•  Design and implementation of data banks, 
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This study deals with the economic aspects of  the European Information 
Network (E URONET);  it centers on cost patterns of alternative network 
configuration. 
Diebold has undertaken this task fully aware that in view of the extremely 
close deadline,  the client's foremost desire was to obtain justifiable an-
alyses and aids to decision-finding. 
Diebold feels that on these premises,  the findings and recommendations 
submitted meet this requirement and correspond with the level of  deci-
sion-making reached by competent bodies within the Commission. 
Diebold as well as the client recognize the fact that an analysis of  net-
work cost patterns covers but one facet. of the total problen1 of "Econ-
omics of EURONET".  It is deemed necessary to  review the aspects of 
"EURONET Benefits" as well,  particularly at user level.  If the client 
confirms this additional approach,  a positive attitude toward,  and un-
biased interpretation of EURONET may safely be expected from those 
parties who 'up  to now have not given up  their skepticism. 
Diebnld tnanagement and staff would like to  express their gratitude to 
all institutions and individuals contacted, particularly to the members 
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1.  INTRODUCTION 
1.1  Goals 
The purpose of this survey is to analyze the following alternative ap-
proaches to future European information networks: 
•  Centralized vs.  national on-line retrieval systems 
•  Distributed system or independent star networks 
•  Leased lines vs.  dial-up lines 
The study centers on cost aspects of the problem.  It is to point out the 
most reasonable alternative,  pragmatical to  some extent, but in line 
with the present level of decision-making; and it is also to determine 
the extent to which the results are governed by changing environments, 
such as demand levels. 
1. 2  Approach 
In view of  the pragmatical approach requested and of  the time limit, 
subject areas must be narrowed down and clearly defined.  Specifi-
cally,  the following limitations are necessary: 
•  Only those factors will be considered that significantly affect 
the solutions under review,  and 
•  analyses will be pursued only to  the extent necessary to  clearly 
evaluate diverging cost patterns. 
On that basis, Diebold has reviewed the three subject areas.  In the 
course of  the investigation,  premises developed in cooperation with 
the EFAG Task Force turned out to be valuable orientation aids.  They 
were,  however,  amended or elaborated on wherever indicated by an 
evaluation of interim results.  Docmnents listed in Appendix C,  for 
example, were used to  substantiate the assumptions for this study. 
Diebold EEC 
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2. 1  Centralized vs.  National On-Line Retrieval Systems 
The analysis dealing with this first aspect of cost patterns of alternative 
EURONET concepts indicates that 
.·• 
annual  operating cost  of  a  centralized on-line retrieval  sys-
tem  is some  ten  million  DM  (or  2.7 million  accounting  units) 
lower  than  that  of national  on-line  retrieval  systems.  ThLs 
statement  will  remain  valid  even if drastic  changes  should 
occur  in  the  basic  assumptions  pertaining  to  cost patterns. 
Specifically,  this cost analysis is based on the following facts,  assump-
tions and conclusions: 
•  As prescribed by  the EFAG Task Force,  the figures contained 
in the November 1974  PA Management Consultants study are 
applied,  but corrected by factors 1/2,  3/8  and 1/10. 
•  Specifications and characteristics of  the 
11 Chemical"  (CHEM} 
sector are used as a model in determining configuration of 
the data bank and other components of the on-line retrieval 
system. 
•  Regional communications networks are omitted from this cost 
comparison as they are all but equally required by  either al-
ternative.  Similarly,  network concentrators,  multiplexers 
and modems can be neglected. 
e  Systems development cost is omitted as roughly the same ex-
penditures are incurred in either case.  This,  however,  is on 
Diebold EEC 
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the assumption that in case of the national solution,  standard 
software would be implemented. 
•  All factors were omitted from the comparison of alternative 
solutions that entail roughly the same cost for both or whose 
impact is too limited to significantly affect results. 
2. 2  Distributed System vs.  Independent Star Networks 
The answer to the second aspect of cost patterns of alternative EURO-
·NET concepts is as follows: 
Annual  operating cost  of·the Distributed  System  is  some 
500,000  DM  (or  140,000 a.u.)  lower  than  that  of  the  (a&-
sumed)  three  independent  star networks.  This  statement 
will  remain  valid;  cost  difference  in  favor  of  the  Distrib-
uted  System  further  increases  coincident  with  an  increasing 
number  of independent  networks.  This  cost  pattern  results 
from  the  fact  that  while  a  larger initial investment is  re-
quired  for  the  Distributed  System  (system  software  for  net-
work  control),  line  costs  are  much  lower  than  for  independ-
ent  networks.  In  addition,  future  evaluation  of  such  as- -
pects  as  security,  reliability,  back-up  (thus  far  neglected) 
will  tend  to  emphasize  the  advantage  of  the  Distributed  Sys-
. tem. 
Specifically,  this cost analysis is based on the following assumptions: 
•  As prescribed by the EFAG Task Force, figures of  the Novem-
ber 1974  PA study are applied,  corrected by facto;s 1/2,  3/8 
and 1/10. 
•  Calculation is based on three assumed centers with an appro-
priate combination of sectors:  London (AGRI,  BIOL,  PHYS, 
DioiJold EEC 
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ELEC);  Paris (CHEM,  GENST,  CIVIL,  NUC);  and Frankfurt 
(MED,  AERO,  EARSP).  The statement favoring the Distrib-
uted System can be derived without modification from any 
other meaningful combination of sectors or geographical lo-
cations. 
•  For cost comparison,  software development cost is estimated 
at some two million DM  (or 550, 000 a. u. ).  Since this is a one-
time investment pro-ratable to the useful life of  the system 
(assumption:  eight years),  this results in some 250,000 DM 
(or 70,000 a. u.) annual excess cost. 
•  Computing center equipment is assumed to be almost identical 
for either type of network.  This also applies to  line control 
components (network concentrators,  multiplexers etc. ).  This 
assutnption is derived from the fact that whatever hardware is 
mandatory for the Distributed System will also be required in 
independent star networks for efficient network utilization. 
2. 3  Leased Lines vs. Dial-Up  Lines 
Break-even analysis for leased vs.  dial-up lines revealed that 
break-even  points  for  leased  vs.  dial-up  lines,  determined 
for  the  three  (assumed)  star  networks  centered  at  London, 
Paris  and  Frankfurt,  range  from  100  to  150  hours  transmission 
per  month  at  2,400 bits per  second  transmission  speed. 
Diebold is of  the opinion that the decision of  selecting leased or dial-up 
lines has to be made individually for each connection within EURONET" 
so as to insure optimum operation and cost/effectiveness of the datanet. 
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3.  RECOMMENDATIONS 
In the course of  this survey, Diebold has gained the impression that to 
date,  all efforts to review the concept of a European information net-
work have centered on technical and financial problems.  At this time, 
it is desirable to perform an analysis of benefits so as to obtain a sound 
estimate of  the total economics of  the system. 
On that basis,  Diebold recommends these follow-up activities: 
(1)  Appraisal of EURONET benefits.  This requires 
0  reassessment  and  verification of current  quanti-
tative  premises  via  alternative  cost  models 
(feedback  between  extent  of utilization  and  cost 
of the  service) 
0  quantification of tangible benefits  to  individ-
ual  EURONET  users 
0  determination  of total  benefits  to  be  expected 
from  alternative  concepts 
(2)  On .the basis of detailed findings on EURONET benefits from 
the above as well as from studies already available dealing 
with technical feasibility and alternative technical approaches 
and their cost,  cost/benefit analyses can be verified and,  if 
deemed necessary, measures can be initiated to improve 
cost/effectiveness of the system.  This· should include further 
increase of  the utilization potential (e. g.  by expanding the cus-
tomer base) as well as selected cost analyses,  taking advan-
tage of all technological possibilities. 
Diebold EEC 
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Any current or subsequent review of technological and user-oriented 
aspects should only be performed in accordance with the procedure 
outlined above,  with the  d~tails of  each activity adapted to the level 
of decision-making reached at the time. 
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4.  ANALYSIS OF AREAS UNDER REVIEW 
4.1  Centralized vs.  National On-Line Retrieval Systems 
4.1.1  Premises 
Evaluation of centralized vs.  national on-line retrieval systems 
•  refers to cost comparison 
•  was performed within one selected sector (CHEM) 
•  is to illustrate the dependence of the cost situation from 
changing environments 
This comparison is based on the following p.remises: 
•  Data bank specifications:  360,000 r_ecords p. a.; 
3, 000 characters per record;  five-year storage interval 
•  Figures as per the November 1974 PA  study,  but with 
reduced 1980 demand levels (D) which are considered 
too high 
Reduction Factor  R  = 3/8  is determined as follows: 
~  R  "==  (Demand Level "D"  plus SDI Add-On Factor)  x  Correction 
Factor 
= {1  plus 1/2)  x  1/4 
= 3/8 
{SDI Add-On Factor:  see PA Study' 
Other correction or reduction factors are 1/2 aucll/10 
Reduced Demand Level  DR  is determined as follows: 
DR  =  Demand Level  X  Reduction Factor  = D  X  n 
Diel1old EEC 
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•  Centr~lized System center to be located at Frankfurt 
In addition,  the following assumptions are made by Diebold 
which simplify the analysis without significantly affecting its 
evidential value: 
•  Regional networks are neglected as they are equally 
required by either alternative. 
•  System development costs are neglected as roughly the 
same expenditures are incurred in either case.  It is as- · 
sumed that in case of the national solution,  standard ba-
sic software would be used. 
•  Network concentrators, multiplexers and modems are 
neglected as mandatory for either version.  It is as-
sumed that whatever concentrators and multiplexers are 
required for the centralized solution would be imple-
mented,  in part, as front-end processors under the nat-
ional concept.  In either case,  the operating expenses 
are roughly the same. 
•  Network loads for data entry into the system are neg-
lected as they are roughly 200 times lower than those 
of the output load. 
The objective is to eliminate from the comparison any para-
meters that apply to either solution,  plus any of those factors 
that entail roughly the same expenditure for both,  as well as 
those that have no significant impact on the results. 
4.1. 2  Basic Reference Tables 







USES  estimate for 1980 
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Network load estimate for 1980 by number of 
messages 
Network load estimate for 1980 by number of 
Bits 
Estimate of transmission times for 1980 in 
relation to line speeds 
While these tables are largely self-explanatory, attention is  · 
invited to the following: 
e  all figures are based on the November 1974 PA  study 
•  one year is considered to have 250 days 
•  rounding of figures results in negligible deviations in 
sum totals 
The following computer cost references were used in the com-
parison:· 
Table 4/5  Estimates of computer size and cost re: 
"European Center
11 
Table 4/6  Estimates of computer size and cost re: 
"Regional Centers
11 
These tables are self-explanatory;  they are contained in Ap-
pendix A.  Figures 4/1 and 4/2 (Appendix B) illustrate the 
network architecture of the CHEM sector  with various load 
factors.  In addition,  Figures 4/3 and 4/4  reflect two  ex-
amples of national  on-line retrieval systems, also with dif- .  . 
ferent load factors. 
Diebold EEC 
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On the basis of network loads as per Table 4/4,  the following 
alternatives  alternatives are derived for the (assumed) model 
sector CHEM: 
Cost per Annum  Factor  (Cost Basis:  See Appendix C) 
Line Identification: 
see Figure No. 
3/8 
1/10 
app:t;ox.  764, 000 DM 
208, 700 a. u. 
approx.  634,000DM 
1~"13·, 000 a. u. 
It should be noted that  . 
4/1 
4/2 
•  The comparatively small deviation between the approaches 
by factors 3/8 and 1/10 indicates that network costs for 
workloads in the volumes assumed are almost fixed.  Sig-
nificant changes could occur only if,  for example,  conver-
sion to wide-band lines were to become necessary.  This, 
however,  does not apply under the premises of  this study. 
•  For further simplification,  the cost estimates following 
hereafter are based on the higher standard (factor 3/8, 
rounded off  to DM  800,000 or 220,000 a. u. ). 
4.1. 4  Computer System Alternatives 
There are two alternatives for the centralized solution (see 
Table 4/5): 
Factor  Cost per Annum 
3/8  3. 55-- 4. 35 million DM 
. 1/10  2. 50- 3. 05  million DM 
Basis for further 
Computation 
4 million DM 
approx.  1.1 million a. u  • 
2. 8 million DM 
approx. 0. 765  million a. u. 
Diebold EEC 
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Assuming that not all of  the regional centers are to be equipped 
with computers of their own,  there are two alt.ernatives for the 
national solution (see Table 4/6 and Figures 4/3 and 4/4): 
Location  Fquipment- Cost per Annum  Level  Factor 
3/8  Amsterdam  B  As per Table 4/6: 
Brussels  B  14. 0 - 1'1. 3 million DM 
Copenhagen  (Amsterdam}  Basis for further  Dublin  (London}  Computation: 
... 
Frankfurt  A 
London  A  15. 0 million DM 
Luxembourg  (Brussels}  (without line cost) 
Paris  A 
Rome  A  approx.  4. 2 million a. u.  . 
1/10  Amsterdam  B  As per Table 4/6: 
Brussels  (Paris)  11.5- 14.25 million DM 
Copenhagen  (Amsterdam)  Basis for further  Dublin  (London) 
Frankfurt  A  Computation: 
London  A  12. 5 million DM 
Lmwmbourg  (Paris}  (without line cost) 
Paris  A 
Rome  B  approx.  3. 4 million a. u. 
4.1. 5  Cost Comparison 
Based on cost estimates set forth below,  cost patterns for 
the two alternatives are as follows (one a. u.  = DM  3. 66): 
Factor 3/8  Centralized Solution  National Solution 
million DM  million a. u.  million DM  million a. u. 
Network  o. 8  0.22  - -
Ce~tral Computer  4.0  1.10  - -
Regional Computers  - - 15.5  4.2 
Total  4.8  1.32  15.5  4.2 
Factor 1/10 
Network  0.8  0.220.  - -
Central Computer  2.8  0.765  - -
Regional Computers  - - 12.5  3.4 
Total  3.6  0.985  12. 5  3.4 
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The foregoing breakdown reveals some ten million DM  (2. 7 . 
million a. u.) difference between the centralized and national 
solutions.  This is also proven by the comparison 
•  of approximately 800, 000 DM  (approx.  220, 000 a. u.) 
for the network 
•  with some ten million DM  (2. 7 million a  •. u.) for the addi-
tional computer operations· within individual regions. 
From the cost aspect,  the extent of  these differences points 
to the obvious advantage of the centralized version.  This 
statement remains valid even if the premises were to be 
drastically changed: 
•  In case of twice the network cost together with half the 
cost of national computer operations,  the difference is 
still over four million DM  or 1. 1 million a. u. 
•  In case of  twice the cost of the network and the central 
computer,  the diffe'rence with factor 3/8 is still six 
million DM  or 1. 6 million a. u.; with factor 1/10, 
5. 4 million DM  or 1. 5 million a. u. 
Consequently,  a shift of these cost patterns in favor of  the 
national solution can only be expected to  occur under con-
ditions that are beyond the scope of the premises considered 
realistic  in this study. 
Diebold EEC 
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4. 2  Distributed System vs.  Independent Star Networks 
4. 2. 1  Premises 
Comparison of the. distributed-system concept with that of 
several independent star networks 
•  refers to cost 
EURONET 
•  was performed for a meaningful combination of  three to 
four sectors each,  within three centers 
•  is to illustrate the dependence of  the cost patterns from 
changing environm~nts (e. g.  demand level) 
The comparison is on the premise of  the November 1974 PA 
study figures,  corrected by factors 1/2; 3/8 and 1/10 as ap-
propriate. 
Other assumptions originally intended are obviated by the fol-
lowing conclusion which simplifies the overall analysis: 
•  The Distributed System alternative merely entails soft-
ware development or adaptation cost that is higher than 
that of several independent star networks.  This is due to 
the comparative novelty of  the distributed-system concept 
and consequently,  suitable software is not generally avail-
able.  To be on the safe side,  excess cost is estimated at 
arotmd two million DM  {550, 000 a. u. ).  Further assum-
ing an eight-year depreciation period for this software 
investment,  annual cost is calculated at some 250, 000 
DM  (70, 000 a. u. ).  This total does not affect the trend 
statement favoring the Distributed System. 
DieiJold EEC 
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4. 2. 2  Basic References 
Contrary to the originally intended five network centers,  the 
following comparison refers to only three.  This was consid-
ered appropriate for better transparence of  the statements 




1980 network ioad estimate re: AGRI,  BIOL, 
PHYS,  E LEC  sectors 
Assumed location of network center:  London 
1980 network load estimate re:  CHEM, 
GENST,  CIVIL,  NUC 'sectors 
Assumed location of network center:  Paris 
1980 network load estimate re:  MED, 
AERO,  EARSP sectors 
Assumed location of network center:g 
Frankfurt 
All tables are contained in Appendix A.  In addition,  Figures 
4/3 to 4/5 and 4/9 to 4/11 (Appendix B) reflect network archi-
tecture  on the basis of the above tables for load factors 3/8 
and 1/10, including annual operating cost. 
4. 2. 3  Computation of Annual Cost for three Centralized 
Star Networks 
The following line fees were determined for two alternatives: 
Load Faclor 3/8  Load Factor 1/10 
Network  Annual Line Cost  See  Ammal Line Cost  See  Center  DM  Figure No.  DM  Fi~ure No.  ·----- ----·-----
·  London  674,300  4/5  393,350  4/9 
Paris  889,800  4/6  503,350  4/10 
Frankfurt  1, 047' 000  4/7  569,200  4/11 
Total  2, 611,100  1,465, 900 
(  '113, 400 a. u.)  (  400, 520 a. u.) 
Diebold EEC 
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4. 2. 4  Computation of Aru1ual Cost for the Distributed  System 
4. 2. 4.1  Workload Factor 3/8 
(See Appendix B,  Figure 4/8) 
a)  Leased Lines 2400+ /4800 bps; Four-Wire; M 102 
Line No.  Workload  Number  Rental Fee per Annum 
(Appendix B)  Hours per Day  of Lines  DM 
1  10.0  1  . 132,000 
2  16.0  2  228,000 
s·  33.0  3  255,000 
4  30.0  3  252,000 
5  7.7  1+  72,000 
6  6~4  1  42,000 
7  10.0  1  96,000 
8  8.6  1+  108,000 ' 
9  31.0  3  324,000 
10  . 35.0  3  363,000 
11  3.6  1+  18,000 
12  4.5  1+  84,000 
13  2.7  1+  114,000 
Subtotal  2, 088, 000 DM 
(  570,491 a. u.) 
b)  Dial-Up  Lines 1200+ I 2400 bps 
1  o. 3  1+  4,600 
2  0.3  1+  4,900 
3  0.2  1+  ''2, 600 
·Subtotal  12,300 DM 
(  3, 360 a. u.) 
Total Cost per Annum  . approx.  2, 100, 000 DM 
(  574, 000 a. u.) 
Diebold EEC 
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4. 2. 4. 2  Workload Factor 1/10 
(See Appendix B,  Figure 4/12) 
a)  Leased Lines 2400/4800+ bps; Four-Wire;  M 102 
Line No.  Workload  Number  .Rental Fee per Annum 
(Appendix B)  Hours per Day  of  Lines  DM 
I  . 
1  5  •. 0  1  132,000 
2  8. 5  1  114,000 
3  9.4  1+  85,000 
4  '1. 7  1+  84,000 
5  2. 0  1  72,000 
6  .  3.4  1  42,000 
7  4.9  1  96,000 
8  5. 0  1  108,000 
9  8.0  1+  108, 000 
10  9.0  1+  121,000 
11  2. 0  1  18,000 
Subtotal  980, 000 Dl\1 
(267, 760 a, u. ) 
b)  Dial-Up  Lines 1200+ /  2400 bps 
12  2.4  1+  36,000 
13  1.4  1+  27,300 
1  0.1  1+  .1, 500 
2  o. 3  1+  4,900 
3  0.1  1+  1,400 
Subtotal  71,100 DlV1 
(19,430 a. u.) · 
Total Cost per Annum  approx.  1, 050,000 DM 
(  287,000 a. u.) 
Diebold EEC 
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Line cost for the two alternative solutions. is as follows: 
Workload  Type of  Line Cost per Annum  Difference 
Factor  Network  DM  a. u.  DM  a. u. 
3/8  Star  2, 610,000  713,000 
500,000  137,000 
Distributed  2,100,000  574,000 
1/10  Star  1,500,000  41o;ooo 
450,000  123,000 
Distributed  1, 050, 000  287,~00 
The above breakdown reveals that regardless of assumed net-
work loads,  the absolute cost advantage of the Distributed vs. 
the centralized version remains the same.  In addition,  line 
costs decrease overproportionately with increasing workloads: 
if the workload increases from 1/10 to 3/8 of the assmned vol-
ume (i.e., 3. 75  times) line fees are only two  times higher. 
(See Figure 4/13 on page  18). 
Computation of Distributed System line fees with workload fac-
tors 3/8 vs. 1/10 reveals an absolute total difference of some 
one million DM (287, 000 a. u. ) per annum. 
In the comparison of star netwnrks vs.  the Distributed System, 
it is important to note that higher cost of software development 
indicates a disadvantage of the Distributed System.  However, 
the above differences of some 500,000 DM  (137, 000 a. u.) re-
veal that due  to better line utilization wi-thiri the Distributed 
System,  excess software development investments can be de-
preciated within a few years. 
Diebold EEC 
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(Estimate for 1980) 
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4. 3  Leased Lines vs.  Dial-Up  Lines 
Rental fees should not pe the sole deciding factor in selecting leased or 
dial-up lines; the following additional aspects must be carefully reviewed: 
•  Nature and volume of data to be transmitted 
•  Required turn-around times 
•  Reliability and security of  transmission lines 
•  Available terminals and data processing systems 
•  Type of network required (e. g.  distributed vs.  star) 
Dial-up lines should be preferred whenever 
.  •  No exceptional demands .are made on turn-around times 
•  Volume of data to be transmitted is low 
•  Subscribers require dial-up service (e. g., for access to 
severalindependentnebworks) 
Conversely,  leased lines are more advantageous in case of  complex 
networks with high-volume data  e~change and extensive utilization 
periods,  particularly for direct computer-to-computer connections. 
Graphs on pages  22  to 24  show break-even points for connection of  the 
(assumed) London,  Paris and Frankfurt star nebwork~  centers with other 
EC countries. 
Taking the London- Paris connection as an example,  the graph on page 
22  reveals that regardless of network architecture, monthly utilization 
should be well below 129 hours for dial-up to be more advantageous 
than lease-line co1mection. 
If utilization rates are close to the break-even point,  however,  leased 
lines are advisable as they feature several user-oriented advantages 
Diebold EEC 
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over dial-up lines.  This is indicated by the shaded areas in the graphs; 
the critical range is between 20 and 30%  throughout.  Since significant 
improvements in international telephone/data traffic may safely be ex-
pected by 1980 (e. g.  dial-up lines to become more reliable),  the criti-
cal area will shrink. 
Break-even points. were determined on the basis of  the 1975 fee struc-
tures.  The following example illustrates how  to compute the cost of 
a Paris - London connection: 
•  i:>~termine annual rental for the leased line from Appendix C, 
Enclosure A,  referring to  plane 11a 11  of the coordinates: 
=  DM  85, 200  (23, 280 a. ti. } 
•  Determine dial-up line fee for 250-hours-per-annum utiliza-
tion (i. e. ,  20. 83 hours per month) from Appendix C,  Enclos-
ure A,  referring to plane "b!'  of  the coordinates : 
=  DM 13, 750 DM (3, 800 a. u.) 
•  Compute break-even in hours: 
Leased Line Rental 
~~~--=---~~~~- x  20. 83  hours per month  Dial-Up  Transmission Fee 
= .85• 200 DM  x  20. 83  hours per month  =  129 hours per month 
13,750 DM 
The rates reflected in Enclosure A are arithmetic means as line fees are 
subject to national PTT policy and therefore vary according to  the origin-
ating country's tariffs.  This applies to lease and dial-up lines alike. 
This chart should therefore serve as an orientation aid rather than for 
precise comp':ltation of network cost.  The objective is to  determine di-
mensions of  expenditures to be expected;  it would be unreasonable to 
try and predict exact line fees for 1980. 
Basis for computation of. dial-up transmission fees is an assumed one-hour 
Diebold EEC 
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daily transmission rate (or 250 hours per alUlum). 
Determination of break-even points is based on the following assumptions: 
Transmission Speed 
Reliability 




EC CoWltries and 
Centers 
Leased Line 
2400 I 4800 bps 
Excellent (M 1  02) 
Four-Wire 
Dial~  Up  Line 
1200 I 2400 bps 
Normal 
Two-Wire 
See Chart of  Line Fees, Appendix C,  Encl. A 
20- 30% 
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Leased Line  2. 400 bit/sec 
Dial-up-line 1111200 bit/sec 
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Systems 
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· Leased Line 
-•-:•-•- Leased Line 
------------ Dial-up line 
4. 800 bps 
·2.400 bps 
1  .• 200 bps 
London to/from  Cost per Annum (appr.  Dlvf) 
LUXEMBURG 
1---------------+---------------11 
Amsterdam  72. 000 
Brtissel  84. 000 
D_ublin  15. 000 
Frankfurt  252. 000 
~openhagen  55. 300 
Luxemburg  2. 800 
Rom  108.000 
Paris·  85.200 
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Dial-up line  1.  200 bps 
Double Leased Line 4. 800 bps 
Centralized Network Center 
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Distributed Network 
Workload ·Factor 3/8 
l~stimatc for 1980  ' EEC 
B-9 
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